Wilcom Web API Support Information
Q1: What are the Wilcom Thread Charts and how to use them in API calls?
Q2: What are the Color Index numbers and how do they relate to Colors on the Embroidery
machine?
Date: 15 September 2021

INTRODUCTION
This article is prepared for Web developers or Wilcom API customers with only printing background,
who are not familiar with the embroidery technology. The above questions are strongly related to
the embroidery production as well as displaying a design with proper colors.
This article also explains the relationship between the Color Index, the Thread description, the
Displayed color on the website and the thread color on the embroidery machine.

COLORS IN EMBROIDERY MACHINES
Commercial Embroidery Machines have multiple needles, so they can automatically change to a
different needle that is threaded with a different color.
A COLOR CHANGE is initiated by a STOP command in the embroidery
design. Before start stitching the design, the machine operator has to
enter a Needle Number for each COLOR. The operator selects the
Needle Number based on instructions about the COLOR SEQUENCE in
the design, i.e. if Carmel Cream color (see picture below) is on needle 4
and the next color is Carmel Cream then the operator has to select
Needle 4 for the given STOP.
Some embroidery machines also accept a direct NEEDLE NUMBER in
the embroidery design, therefore the operator does not need to select
the needle sequence manually. But this means that the digitizer, who created the design must know
what color of thread is on which needle. This requires strong discipline in production.

COLOR MANAGEMENT IN API CALLS – EMB FILE
API calls send data to the Wilcom Embroidery Engine on the server and receive data from the
embroidery engine. Uploaded designs can be Wilcom EMB files or machine (stitch) files, like the
Tajima DST. Downloaded files also can be EMB files or machine files. Regardless the uploaded and
downloaded formats, any process by the embroidery engine is done in Wilcom EMB format. Because
of that it is useful for the API user/developer to understand some of the features of the EMB file
because the API parameters and XML instructions use these capabilities.
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EXAMPLE: The Wilcom EmbroideryStudio software produces a so-called PRODUCTION WORKSHEET
that provides information for the embroidery machine operator about the design, also the thread
colors.

COLORS IN WILCOM EMBROIDERY DESIGNS
When an embroidery design is created, the Wilcom software has a standard COLOR PALETTE, so
when the designers want to have an object with RED color, they just select the RED color from the
palette for the object. The design will be displayed on the screen with the proper colors.
So, the COLOR PALETTE is just a color sequence
but it does not specify what thread is to be
used.

IMPORTANTLY, it will show the Number of the
Color on the PALETTE, in our case
(6,2,1,4,5,3,7), also how many stitches are in each color. This can be important, so the proper color
can be assigned to the proper needle in some cases. The COLOR Palette numbers in the XML
instructions correspond to the COLOR INDEX number (except the color_idx is 0-based while the userfriendly palette list is 1 based).
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THREAD CHARTS – SHADE CARDS
Thread Manufacturers promote their threads via “thread charts” that sometimes also called “shade
cards”.
Shade cards show a piece of the actual thread and the NAME of the
Color as well as the Manufacturer’s CODE. Based on this, the
embroidery company can order a certain quantity (let’s say 10 cones
of 5000 meters each).

In the Wilcom EmbroideryStudio there are dozens of
shade cards recorded into THREAD CHARTS – this is
the Wilcom term.
These thread charts are simple text files with file
names like: Madeira Classic 40 that is the Wilcom
internal equivalent of the Madeira Classic 40 shade
card.

These text files can be easily edited by the user in a text editor
program, like “Notepad” and they look like this:

Where the fields are:






CODE (provided by the Manufacturer, this is how you order the product)
BRAND (in our case Madeira Classic 40, note that there are many types of threads by
companies like Madeira, also, see Robison-Anton threads in the picture above)
NAME OF THE COLOR (given by the Manufacturer)
THREAD THICKNESS (“A” in the above example, this is a relative number Wilcom uses for
automatic stitch spacing calculation, “A” is a good value for a standard thread.)
RGB colors (used to display the thread on the screen)
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USING THREAD CHARTS IN WILCOM API CALLS
IMPORTANT! The Wilcom API service does not provide thread charts. If you want to use specific
thread charts you need to source them from the Embroidery Company that will fulfil the website
order. Also, such company must use a Wilcom EmbroideryStudio software, otherwise the thread
chart file (TCH) has no meaning. Using a specific thread chart only makes sense for the embroiderer
who will stitch the design because only they know what brand of thread they use.
Also, embroidery production units usually do not keep all thread colors in stock that would be very
expensive. To match the Thread Chart with the colors in stock, one needs to edit the thread chart
and remove the colors that are not available for selection.
The color of the thread is described in the thread component. This has the following parameters:
Color – This is an integer generated from the RGB values of the color of the thread. It is calculated as
Int colorRGB = color.RED + (color.GREEN << 8) + (color.BLUE << 16)
Code – this is the manufacturers code as described above.
Brand – this is the name of the thread chart
Description – this is the manufacturer’s name of the given thread.

STOP SEQUENCE AND THE THREAD DESCRIPTION
This section explains the purpose and use of the above. Let’s see an EXAMPLE:
<design_info machine_name="Barudan" num_stitches="9609" num_colours="5" num_trims="10"
num_objects="146" num_colour_changes="5" height="98.66" width="55.26">
<colorways>
<colorway name="White" bkg_color="16777215" current="true">
<threads>
<thread color="3299965" code="1876" brand="Isacord 40" description="brownish green" />
<thread color="65535" code="0600" brand="Isacord 40" description="yellow" />
<thread color="255" code="1703" brand="Isacord 40" description="red" />
<thread color="0" code="0020" brand="Isacord 40" description="black" />
<thread color="10865715" code="5115" brand="Isacord 40" description="light teal green" />
</threads>
</colorway>
</colorways>
<stop_sequence>
<stop_record color_idx="0" num_stitches="2213" element="" />
<stop_record color_idx="1" num_stitches="605" element="" />
<stop_record color_idx="2" num_stitches="2445" element="" />
<stop_record color_idx="3" num_stitches="2265" element="" />
<stop_record color_idx="4" num_stitches="313" element="" />
<stop_record color_idx="3" num_stitches="1768" element="" />
</stop_sequence>

The above is an XML DATA returned from an api/designinfo call.
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THREADS SECTION
<threads>
<thread color="3299965" code="1876" brand="Isacord 40" description="brownish green" />
<thread color="65535" code="0600" brand="Isacord 40" description="yellow" />
<thread color="255" code="1703" brand="Isacord 40" description="red" />
<thread color="0" code="0020" brand="Isacord 40" description="black" />
<thread color="10865715" code="5115" brand="Isacord 40" description="light teal green" />
</threads>

This section shows the thread information that is STORED IN THE EMB FILE. This information can be
used:



Notes:

To display the COLOR OF THE THREAD properly in Wilcom EmbroideryStudio software.
To identify what thread (Brand and Code) is needed for stitching on the machine.
To be printed in the PRODUCTION WORKSHEET from EmbroideryStudio for the embroidery
machine operator so he/she can install the proper threads on the machine.

If you upload a machine stitch file like a DST there is no thread color description because the file only
has STOP codes. Such designs will be assigned Wilcom Default palette colors for each STOP RECORD.
This is necessary to be able to display different colors in the design.

STOP SEQUENCE SECTION
<stop_sequence>
<stop_record color_idx="0" num_stitches="2213" element="" />
<stop_record color_idx="1" num_stitches="605" element="" />
<stop_record color_idx="2" num_stitches="2445" element="" />
<stop_record color_idx="3" num_stitches="2265" element="" />
<stop_record color_idx="4" num_stitches="313" element="" />
<stop_record color_idx="3" num_stitches="1768" element="" />
</stop_sequence>

This section describes the STOP SEQUENCE stored in the EMB file.
Let’s see the above example: The design has 5 colors. The color index goes from 0 to 4. In the design,
the 4th colour (color_idx 3) appears twice. WHY IS THIS?
Embroidery designers try to optimize the production time on the machine. Every COLOR CHANGE (as
you know, this means NEEDLE CHANGE) takes time and during this, the machine is not producing
stitches. Therefore the designers try to do all the embroidery objects that belong to the same color
in one sequence (for example, do first all the BROWNISH GREEN objects, then all the YELLOW
objects, ten all the RED objects and so on). Accordingly, we should see Color index 0,1,2,3,4. But
stitching all the RED object together may not be possible in every design because sometimes objects
are on the top of each other, or you want to make a border around the design in a color that was
already used earlier. And therefore the last object again could use a color index that was already
used earlier.
The Color index therefore can be used to INFORM THE MACHINE OPERATOR about how to program
the NEEDLES on the machine. In our example, the operator therefore would need to program
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Needle 1, Needle 2, Needle 3, Needle 4, Needle 5, Needle 4.
BUT this is only true if the machine was threaded so
Needle 1 – brownish green
Needle 2 – yellow
Needle 3 – red
Needle 4 – black
Needle 5 – light green
Needle 3 - red

In most practical cases these threads are not in this order. So, for example if the machine has 9
needles, this may look like this below, i.e. the machine is already threaded but the threads needed
for this design are all over the place.

In the above case the embroidery machine operator would have to select the following Needle
sequence:
Needle 1 – brownish green
Needle 6 – yellow
Needle 5 – red
Needle 8 – black
Needle 3 – light green.
Needle 5 - red
Note:
If your upload a machine file like DST, there are no Needle Assignments, only STOP CODES.
Therefore COLOR INDEX numbers will be automatically assigned to each STOP RECORD. Note
however that this process will not be able to recognize our example where the RED color is used
twice. It will assign a different color_idx for each stop record.
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IMPORTANT
Based on the above, one can see that the




Color Index ID has no relationship with the actual thread chart. (This question was asked by
our API customers.)
Color Index ID in most cases does not reflect to the actual Needle number and Needle
sequence on the embroidery machine.
When uploading a machine file the design colors will be shown according to the Default
Palette and may not show colors expected by the user.

For the API use, the above values are useful to DISPLAY the design in the proper thread colors on the
Website. But to display the design with the actual Thread Chart colors is only possible, if the website
has the thread chart and thread colors used in the embroidery production center that will process
the order.

-

End of Document

-

For further information contact support@wilcom.com
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